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QUESTION 1

Given the following code: 

Which statement will return the value for results as 25.0 when it is put in place of the blank line shown above the "}else{"
statement? 

A. results = atoi (var); 

B. results = atof (var); 

C. results = stringtointeger (var); 

D. results = stringtofloat (var); 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Given the following JSON: 

Which option gets the reference of a JSON object with a specific Document Number `40\\'? 
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A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

When configuration a product, which pricing is applied last on a given item (part) after it is added to a valid
configuration? 

A. Attribute value pricing 

B. List price from the PriceBook 

C. Base Price from the parts database 

D. Recommend Item Pricing 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Which statement is a proper definition of a Punch-In? 

A. Punch-Ins are links that hook into a specific Commerce process in the system. They can be used to navigate directly
to a given Commerce process in your application. They can also be used to jump into a specific Commerce process
from an external website. 

B. Punch-Ins are links that hook into specific product families in the system. They can be used to navigate directly from
a product family to another in your application. They can also be used to jump into a specific product family from an
external website. 

C. Punch-Ins are links that relate into specific parts in the system. They can be used to search directly for a given part in
your application. They can also be used to search for a specific part from an external website. 

D. Punch-Ins are links that hook into specific pages in the system. They can be used to navigate directly from one page
to another in your application. They can also be used to jump to a specific page from an external website. 
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E. Punch-Ins are buttons that take you to specific pages in the system. They can be used to navigate directly from one
page to another in your application. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

When using Web Services 1.0, consider the following sequence of a client system calling CPQ Cloud WebServices. 

1. 

Call Security Login WebServices with User ID and Password. 

2. 

Create a Commerce update Transaction WebServices call by using an existing transaction ID. 

3. 

Make the following updates in the web service XML: 

Set Session ID. 

Set "_shipTo_first_name" to "myName" 

4. 

Submit the WebService call. 

5. 

Call Security Logout WebServices with the Session ID to close the session. 

Based on the given sequence, which two statements are true? (Choose two.) 

A. Step 5 is unnecessary. Session ID is not needed to log out. 

B. The call in step 4 will throw an error. 

C. Step 3 does not specify an action to execute; therefore, nothing is updated in the transaction. 

D. The session will still be open. 

E. The Commerce transaction should be updated with the new Ship To name. 

Correct Answer: AE 
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